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1. Translate the words.

1. a cartoon
2. boring
3. catchy  
4.a plot  
5. a main 
hero  
6. exciting  

7. events
8. a horror film
9. to perform
10. funny
11. an 
adventure
12. a teenager

13. to enjoy
14. leisure
15. an audience
16. a play
17. a cinema
18. a character

19. famous 
20.to entertain
21. a theatre
22. to take 
place
23. confusing 
24. to show

2. Match the words with their equivalents.

1) to cast a glance                            а) слухачі

2) a theatrical performance              в) глядач

3) a film plot                                    c) актриса          

4) an actor                                        d) кинути погляд

5) an actress                                     e) актор

6) a viewer                                        f) учасник

7) audience                                       g) театральна вистава

8) a participant                                 h) сюжет фільму
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3. Choose the correct variant.
    1. A funny humorous film.
            a) a cartoon   b) a thriller    c) a comedy

2. The title of the movie, in which the main character is Peter Parker.
a) Titanic    b) Spider Man   c) Walle-E

3. William Shakespeare was born in.
a) England   b) Scotland    c) The USA

4. The name of the Shakespeare Theater.
a) The Globe   b) The Royal Theatre   c) The Big Theatre

5. How many parts are in review?
a) 3    b) 2    c) 1

6. What type of  film is shown in the picture? 
a) musical    b) fantastical    c) melodrama   

 4. Read the text and do the task

MY VISIT ТО THE CINEMA

I really enjoy going to the cinema; it is one of the favorite pastimes even though I
don’t really go there often. Fortunately, the cinema isn’t too far away from where I
live and I can get there by bus within ten minutes. I am very lucky to live in a big
town because it means that I have a choice of cinemas and a wider choice of films.
Watching films is always very relaxing and entertaining. The convenience of the
cinema is that you can choose what time you want to go because there are usually a
number of showings. You know, it is popular to go out somewhere first and then
go on to  a  late-night  film.  The  cinema is  particularly  popular  among students
because  they  don’t  have  to  pay  full  price  for  some  films  and  is  therefore  a
reasonably cheap form of  entertainment.  There are  a  variety  of  films available
today. I especially like comedies or love stories. Detective stories with a lot of
action and suspense grab my attention also. I particularly enjoy films where you
become so involved with the story that you forget you are sitting in a cinema. The
last film I went to see was an American comedy (Thriller called «Who’s Watching
the Baby-sitter? »). I really enjoyed it because it was funny, it had a lot of action in
it and the end was so unexpected. Nowadays cinemas are so comfortable that it is
almost like being at home so it is a luxury to go to the cinema.

Choose TRUE(+) / FALSE(-) 

1. I often go to the cinema.
2. I am so happy that I live in a town.
3. Students don’t like going to the cinema.
4. I don’t like detective stories.
5. The last film I saw was not interesting.
6. It wasn’t predictable.



7. Cinemas are uncomfortable today.
8. My favourite type of films is comedy.
9. I like going to the cinema in the afternoon.
10.It takes me a lot of time to go to the cinema.
11.We can watch different types of films in our cinema.
12.Going to the cinema isn’t cheap for the students.

5. Translate the sentences into English :

1) Я люблю дивитися романтичні комедії у кінотеатрі.
2) Цей історичний фільм був захоплюючий і цікавий.
3) Ми любимо дивитися бойовики та фантастику по ТВ.
4) Діти подивилися смішні мультфільми вчора.
5) Цей видовищний фільм про підлітків має захоплюючий сюжет.
6) Глядачам сподобалась переконлива гра акторів на сцені театру.

6. Choose the  correct modals  : must, mustn’t, needn’t:

1) His English is not good, he … study better.
2) You … write on book pages!
3) We  … get up early on Sundays .
4) You ...  be rude to your parents.
5) You ...  do their homework on time.
6) You ……. take a coat.  It’s warm outside.
7) You … run in the corridors!
8) Her French is not good enough, she … study better.
9) I  … get up early at weekends.
10) You ...  be polite to your parents.
11) You ……. take an umbrella.  It’s not going to rain. 
12) You ...  eat enough vegetables and fruit to be healthy.



7. Do the task



8. Use Reflexive Pronouns.

1) I don’t need any help. I can do it ___________ .
2) Edwin fixed his bike all by _____________ .
3) Beth and Chris got a little lost one day on their way back from school. But

they found the right way home all by ____________ .
4) Olivia got a very good mark on her English test. She was very pleased with

__________.
5) The teacher said to the class: “I would like you to do the exercises ________

.
6) There’s no need to shut the garage gate. It does that all by __________ .
7) Catherine  and  Abby  are  sisters.  Yesterday,  they  made  their  lunchboxes

__________ .
8) At  the  wedding  reception,  there  was  a  buffet  where  we  could  just  help

_________ .
9) Mr. Jones said to his wife: “No need to call the plumber darling, I can fix the

tap ___________ .
10) When  she  was  five  years  old,  Mary  taught  __________  to  ride  a

bicycle.
11) The teacher said to the class: “For the next five minutes, you are free

to talk ___________ .
12) The computer keeps turning ___________ off and I don’t know why!

Good Luck!
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